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 Filter by Resource Type
       Assignments:    From instructions for in class work, to individual exercises, or projects for entire teams. 



       Case Studies:    Case studies of all types, including CND 



       External Resources:    E.g. public sites, reading lists, and any other links for further studies etc. 



       Images:    Images and photographs that can be used for lectures and discussions in class. 



       Lecture Slides:    PowerPoint or Acrobat slides or other material presented during lectures. 



       Syllabus:    Course syllabus or other description of delivery mode and learning objectives/outcomes. 



       Tests and Quizzes:    Tests and quiz questions that can be used in written tests or online systems. 



       Tools:    Digital (software) and analog (experimental) tools for class and field work. 



       Tutorials:    Tutorials, such as for software tools, etc. 
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      -  Advanced Level 
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CLIMATE SCOUT helps its users design buildings that uniquely respond to a site by providing climate-specific design advice at the building scale. It pairs the Köppen-Geiger climate classification and building design strategies from Architecture 2030’s Palette.




How to use CLIMATE SCOUT
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Climate Consultant is a simple to use, graphic-based computer program that helps architects, builders, contractor, homeowners, and students understand their local climate.




Climate Consultant uses annual 8760 hour EPW format climate data that is made available at no cost by the Department of Energy for thousands of weather stations around the world. Climate Consultant translates this raw climate data into dozens of meaningful graphic displays.
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The Carbon Neutral Design Project is a joint effort between members of SBSE, the AIA, and a private donor to provide practitioners, faculty, and students with the means to meet the 2030 Challenge.




The Carbon Neutral Design Project is a joint research effort between members of the Society of Building Science Educators (www.sbse.org), the American Institute of Architects (www.aia.org), and a private donor, the purpose of which is to provide practitioners, faculty, and students with the means to meet the 2030 Challenge  (www.architecture2030.org), that is, to be able to design and construct buildings to a state of carbon neutrality by the year 2030.
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The CBE Clima Tool is a web-based application built to support climate analysis specifically designed to support the need of architects and engineers interested in climate-adapted design.




The CBE Clima Tool allows users to analyze the climate data of more than 27,500 locations worldwide from both Energy Plus and Climate.One.Building.org. You can, however, also choose to upload your own EPW weather file. Our tool can be used to analyze and visualize data contained in EnergyPlus Weather (EPW) files. It furthermore calculates a number of climate-related values (i.e.
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SBEED is a user-friendly energy design tool shows how much money you can save by making changes for a small (commercial) building .




This new easy-to-use Design Tool starts by automatically creating a reference small non-residential building that meets California’s Energy Code. Then it automatically creates a second building that is usually about 20% more Energy Efficient. You can then copy either one and revise its design and compare it with prior versions of up to nine different designs.
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A U-value, Time Lag, and Decrement Factor  calculator opaque  wall or roof surfaces.




OPAQUE calculates the U-value, Time Lag, and Decrement Factor for wall or roof opaque surfaces composed of a single or multiple layers. These can be used to calculate the Heat Gain or Loss through the surface. Composite surfaces are constructed by the user from a library of materials and displayed in two or three dimensions.
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HEED is a user-friendly energy design tool shows how much money you can save by making changes to your home.




This new easy-to-use Design Tool starts by automatically creating a reference house that meets California’s Energy Code. Then it creates a second home that is about 30% more Energy Efficient. You can design and compare up to nine different homes.
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                                      Solar Decathlon - Building Science Education Series
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            The Solar Decathlon Building Science Education series is designed to educate students and working professionals on building science principles that are paramount to the successful design of high-performance, energy-efficient buildings.




Instructional content is presented in modules, covering specific topics. Altogether, this series aims to educate viewers on:
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The Building Science Resource Library contains all of FEMA’s hazard-specific guidance that focuses on creating disaster-resistance communities.  You can search for a document by its title, or filter the collection to browse by Disaster Type and Audience.
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            Solar-2 plots sunlight penetrating through a window with any combination of rectangular fins and overhangs.




SOLAR-2 also plots hour-by-hour 3-D suns-eye view movie of the building wall. Prints annual tables of percent of window in full sun, radiation on glass, etc. NOTE: Many of its functions have also been added to HEED, SBEED, and Climate Consultant.
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Building tours: they’ve been a vital educational component of green building from day one. But now COVID-19 has made them unsafe. Thanks to the Sustainability Leader Peer Networks we help convene, BuildingGreen has compiled a list of online tours and other videos that you can view from the safety of home.
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SBSEers at the Québec City Retreat worked toward developing a new carbon-sensitive version of Malcolm Wells environmental checklist




Please examine the draft and send comments to Bruce Haglund.
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Software tool to help in studying the effect of different design elements on the noise level and  NC rating for rooms.  It covers noise concepts and calculations such as NC, dBA, RT,  STC and NCB typically included in building science courses.
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The SBSE version of the Malcolm Wells Wilderness-Based Checklist for Design and Construction is available in multiple languages. Environmentally sensitive construction is a global issue, perhaps an existential issue.




A Regeneration-Based Checklist for Design and Construction

If you would like to volunteer to translate the checklist into another language, download the original Excel version. Please send the translated version to Bruce Haglund for posting. Please have at least one other person check your translation to ensure accuracy.
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An 11-page Word doc meant to help a novice to intermediate user identify and describe every input field and option in the WUFI Passive energy modeling software.




This is meant as an item-by-item inventory of every input required in WUFI Passive. I've added notes to help a new user understand the information that WUFI Passive and PHIUS require. This is very much a beta-quality resource -- there are probably a few entries that could use further clarification, if not outright correction, so please let me know how to improve it.
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A graduate seminar on ecological design theory.  This course outline lays out a condensed introduction to significant strains of thought informing contemporary green design.
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The Sun Angle Calculator is a handy tool that provides a relatively simple method of determining solar geometry variables for architectural design, such as designing shading devices or locating the position of the sun relative to a particular latitude and time.




Pilkington Glass has kindly granted permission to SBSE to reproduce and distribute the Pilkington Sun Angle Calculator. This is a fantastic graphical design and analysis tool beloved by thousands of architects and engineers. Information on ordering copies of the Sun Angle Calculator and accessing the online manual "Designing with the Pilkington Sun Angle Calculator" will be found on the

Sun Angle Calculator Page
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A set of lecture slides to introduce roles and behavior styles to form more effective teams.




I've learned over the years that I get better results from teams, if they know more about team building. I thus spend some time at the beginning of this course when forming teams explaining about effective team building. I follow the concept by the Effectiveness Institute, but there are numerous other systems equally effective.
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                                      Team Collaboration Agreement

                        
                          
                By Alison Kwok              

                      
        
        
          
            Frequently, we ask students to collaborate, but we do not give them the skills to do so. I use this Word document for student teams to develop good habits and patterns of collaborations such as: 1) scheduling, 2) how to communicate, 3) where to hold/work on files,  4) standard of work (how to handle work that isn't done as well as some members would like,  5) people skills, etc. etc.  The students turn this document in and we look at this during grading period.
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Link to a 6-minute video from "Autodesk Academy" about "Whole Systems Thinking" or "Whole Systems Design".  They go through the example of trying to design a more sustainable clothes dryer and what a designer should consider.




Link to a 6-minute video from "Autodesk Academy" about "Whole Systems Thinking" or "Whole Systems Design".  They go through the example of trying to design a more sustainable clothes dryer and what a designer should consider. Spoiler Alert:  if you think about the whole system, you find it's more important to design a good spin cycle on the washing machine.
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  The Society of Building Science Educators

  An Association of University Educators and Practitioners
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